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Ōtsuka Museum of Art and the Tradition of Copying in Japan 

 

In 1473 Baccio Pontelli was commissioned by Pope Sixtus IV to design 

a new chapel for the Pontificalis Aula in the grounds of the present day 

Vatican. From 1508 Michelangelo would spend eight years adorning the 

walls of the Cappella Sistina with Biblical scenes which would come to be 

regarded as his finest. Fast forward five centuries to 1994 and Tokyo-

based Sakakura Associates would be commissioned to design an exact 

replica of this chapel; Michelangelo’s handiwork replaced with digital 

prints on a smooth ceramic surface. The copied chapel would be the 

centrepiece of the newly opened Ōtsuka Museum of Art in Naruto, to be 

appreciated alongside over 1,000 reproductions of masterpieces from the 

Western tradition. 

 



 
 

Conceived at the end of Japan’s post-war economic bubble, the 

museum is the second biggest in Japan  by floor  space,  and one  of the  

most expensive with construction costing $320 million
1
. The origins of the 

museum are firmly commercial, built to commemorate the 75
th

 

anniversary of the Ōtsuka Pharmaceutical Company. The tiles on which the 

paintings are reproduced are a product of the company, the technology 

used to make them is a closely guarded secret. The ceramics are made 

using perfectly white sand that is only found on the banks of the Kiisuido 

canal in Tokushima province where the Museum is situated and, with 

20,000 printable colours and a 2000 year shelf-life
2
, they are the product 

of the most advanced reproduction technology to have been created, a 

technology which was created almost entirely in Japan. 

 

Despite its technological sleight of hand, the Western observer would 

find it difficult to acknowledge Ōtsuka containing any content of value, a 

theatre-set only, bordering on hoax. What use do copied chapels and the 

display of predominantly Christian artwork have in a secular country of 

Buddhist/Shinto heritage? In Japanese culture much effort is gone to in 

the creation of superficiality, or objects and images which in the West 

would be considered only as fake. Much ink has been spilt (or emails 

transmitted) on the discussion of the copy in the West, often unaware that 

our culture’s universal desire for the original may in fact be its own 

peculiarity, a cultural fascination which was a product of the industrial 

revolution, when reproduced goods diverged from hand-made originals. In 

Japanese culture, copying would be used to preserve, to appropriate, to 

fantasise, and to steal, in remarkably diverse fields. I intend to shine a light 

on the significance given to copying in Japanese culture, and the 

alternative symbolic language which this quality proposes. 

 

 

                                                             
1 http://www.o-museum.or.jp/english/ 
2 Ibid. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: An Exact copy of the museum 
experience, made in Japan 

 

Below: Replica of the Scrovegni 
Chapel, Padua 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right: La Gioconda or La Joconde, or 
Portrait of Lisa Gherardini, wife of 
Francesco del Giocondo, Leonardo 
Da Vinci, 1503, Reproduced on 
ceramic in 1997 

 



 
 

During Japan’s rise to industrialisation in the late nineteenth century, 

the country was frequently labelled by the West as a “nation of copiers”3, 

an image which has been hard to shake, and lingers on in a Euro-centric 

frame of thought. Indeed, the only article available on the museum, 

published in Forbes magazine (“the capitalist tool”) around the time of its 

opening, declared it a “temple of fakery” and a “shrine to knockoffs”
4
. 

These Western views are hard to square with the blatant proof of Japan’s 

creativity and industrial innovation (in capitalist terms), consistently filing 

the highest number of patents per year of any country, and being world 

leaders in fantastical fields from robotics to video games. How can these 

two contradictory elements of Japanese culture, the copier and the 

inventor, be reconciled?  

 

Western academics could also fall foul of the mesmerising qualities of 

modern day Japan, which would be used to mystify, and could all too 

easily be read as a fantasy world of worthless simulation and spiralling 

images, devoid of transcendental meaning. Baudrillard would frequently 

cite Japan as an image of the future, proving his hyperreality prophecies 

correct, while Barthes’ Empire of Signs5, declared Japanese culture empty 

and devoid of meaning.
6
 While there is substance to these viewpoints, 

Japan is too easily exoticised; a culture seemingly so like our own that 

would fit its generalisations, ignoring its own complexities. Barthes may 

have indeed been correct, but to consider Japan as an empty culture does 

not mean to say that its culture is absent, a pale double of the West, but 

instead imagines the possibility that emptiness could itself be a paradigm 

                                                             
3 Cox, R.: The Culture of Copying in Japan 2008, pg. 2 
4
 Weinberg, N.: Michelangelos: Made in Japan , Forbes Magazine, 06/01/1998 

5 Barthes, R.: Empire of Signs, 1977 
6 Barthes’ image of Japan was enchanting, but thoroughly fictional. Comments, 
such as “Food which is cooked is not cooked, and reduced to a clump of 
emptiness” and “the streets have no names” do not further an understanding of 
Japanese culture. 



 
 

for culture, at odds with the Western tradition. The pursuit of nothingness 

is a pursuit none the less. 

It is well documented that aspects of modernism which the West 

aspired to had been present in Japanese culture stretching far back into its 

history. Katsura Imperial Palace, constructed in 1663, was a famous 

example documented by Bruno Taut and visited by Le Corbusier and 

Walter Gropius, of a historic precedent for modernism (no irony intended). 

Its lack of decoration and weightless atmosphere seemed to exemplify 

Corbusier’s five points, and was a stark contrast to contemporary Western 

monumental architecture of the 17
th

 century. While the Western interior 

was presented as an accumulation of objects, including artworks, where 

representation becomes an object in its self, Katsura Palace as a paradigm 

shows that the cumbersome collection of physical objects was something 

foreign to Japanese thought at this time. There was a general disinterest in 

material, a particularity of the details, and an emptiness of the whole. 

 

Though it is known today as a leading power at the forefront of 

technology and industrialisation, Japan’s history has been one of marked 

insularity, self-conscious of its own marginality in the face of the 

continental powers of China and Korea. Since antiquity, Japan has defined 

itself against these foreign cultures, while assimilating elements of them 

into its own singularity. In laying out its urban areas, Japan would 

frequently borrow plans directly from cities on the continent, leaving 

Ijinkan (Foreigner’s Quarter) in Kobe and Chukagai (Chinatown) in 

Yokohama7, the first such ‘Chinatown’ to be created, a typology now 

widely replicated as parody. Western knowledge of Japan’s propensity to 

copy began with the first contact of the two cultures;  with the arrival of a 

Portuguese ship on the Japanese island xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

 

                                                             
7 Ashkenazi, M.: Consumption and Material Culture in Contemporary Japan 2000, 
pg. 116 



 
 

 

Above: Katsura Detached Palace: Main room of the old Shoin 
Constructed 1663. Photography: Yasuhiro Ishimoto, 1956. 

The empty interior, devoid of objects or representation.  
 

A historic precedent for Modernism. 



 
 

Tanegashima in 15438. The native Japanese showed a particular 

fascination for one object of Western technology, the gun, and their 

craftsmen displayed a remarkable ability to replicate it. A long tradition of 

the Japanese copying Western technology commenced, and according to 

accounts written at the time, within thirteen years of contact there were 

over 300,000 guns in Japan
9
. The primary symbol of Western supremacy 

was to be assimilated as it had been no-where else.  

 

It was due to the exceptional rate at which foreign influences were 

assimilated into its culture that a century later, Japan would enter a self-

imposed period of isolation from the outside world that was to last two 

centuries. The period of Sakoku (鎖国, "locked country") lasted from 1633-

1853
10

, during which entry to the country by foreigners was made illegal, 

while leaving was punishable by death. Trade with the outside world was 

restricted; the only contact made with the West during this period was 

through the small artificial island of Dejima which was granted to the 

Dutch. The island, formed by cutting a canal through an existing peninsula, 

made clear in spatial terms the isolationist foreign policy which Japan 

enforced during this time.11 Dejima as the crucible of Western culture 

straddling Japan’s impenetrable island can be seen as an analogy to the 

display of the Other which Japan continues to employ 150 years after the 

official end of sakoku. Here it is the boundary between Self and Other 

which is sharply emphasised; the West is compressed into a miniature 

version of itself, a world within a world, and a clear intruder. 

 

It was after Western pressures and direct forceful confrontation that 

sakoku would end, and Japan would be unlocked. In 185312 the arrival of 

the American ‘Black Ships’ in a Bay of Edo and their ‘gunboat diplomacy’ 

                                                             
8 Cox, R.: The Culture of Copying in Japan, 2008, pg. 4 
9 Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinations, 1548 and Teppo Ki, 1607 
10 Toby, Ronald. State and Diplomacy in Early Modern Japan, 1984 
11 Seargeant, P.: Globalisation and Reconfigured English in Japan  2005  
12 Tetsuo Najita, On Culture and Technology in Postmodern Japan, 1989, pg. 11 



 
 

resulted in the Meniji restoration and opening of Japan to world trade. 

Observing the problems which colonisation had brought to surrounding 

states, Japan made the lucid decision that rather than succumb to Western 

supremacy, they would assimilate their technology and become their 

equal, as no other country had done. Japan thus entered a period of rapid 

industrialisation in which technology would become the new value system, 

replacing any which had existed before.
13

 Knowledge became a system of 

production, imported directly from the West. For all its technological 

advances and Japan’s attempts to appear ‘civilised’ vis-à-vis the West, it 

was only with her defeat of Russia in the Russo-Japanese War 1904-1905 

that Japan gained any recognition on the global stage. Japan was criticised 

as a pale double of a purely Western philosophy of production and 

expansion, which had been founded on copying rather than any true 

innovation. The success of Japan’s industrialisation resulted in it being the 

only country with the West’s technology and production economy, but 

without its singular Christian heritage14.  

 

Japanese anthropologist Masao Yamaguchi in an article on his 

country’s representation techniques gives the greatest insight into the 

rationale behind this pervasive culture of copying. Discussing Japan’s 

industrial revolution, Yamaguchi writes: 

 

“In the middle of the nineteenth century, the Japanese 

believed the Western world to be something like a utopia 

presided over by gods. In the spirit of mitate the Japanese 

decided to transplant the constituent elements of the 

Western world into their own country.”15 

                                                             
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid, pg. 10 
15 Yamaguchi, M.: The Poetics of Exhibition in Japanese Culture, Exhibiting Cultures, 
1991 pg. 64 



 
 

Industrialisation, which for the West had been a rational process 

accompanied with the substitution of religion for scientific reason and a 

new value system based on production and labour, was literally copied by 

Japan; not with rational, but cosmic intentions. A process which for the 

West had uprooted its existing cultural inheritance and replaced it with 

one of anti-culture and heterogeneity, was instead for Japan to be 

initiated by those very pre-modern motives. The adoption of Western 

technology was not purely functional in its aim, but symbolic because it 

had belonged to the West. 

 

Yamaguchi uses the concept of mitate, which is key in understanding 

the cosmic values which the Japanese attribute to signs and images. As a 

means of representation which manifests itself repeatedly in Japanese 

culture as the motive for this assimilation, Mitate (見立 literally ‘see-

stand’) would, in Yamaguchi’s words, “extend the image of an object”16 

and “connect the visible elements that constitute the surroundings of an 

individual with the invisible totality of the world.”17 It is not the 

particularities of individual images which are emphasised as in the 

Western tradition, but the totality of the concept which they represent. 

Yamaguchi argues that Western artworks are presented as commodities to 

be sold, and thus their status as originals becomes vital. For Japanese 

representation on the other hand, through mitate, artwork as objects have 

value only in the sense that they make an unseen reality visible, and 

immerse the individual in the invisible aspects of the world. Western fine-

art displayed in a gallery is always accepted as the terminal point, being 

original and unique, requiring no action other than its own appreciation. 

The Western medium of the oil-painting sought to objectify its subject, to 

enhance its solidity and graspability, to turn the painting into an object in 

its own right. Copied artwork, in a mode not unlike advertising (literally as 

                                                             
16 Ibid, pg. 58 
17 Ibid, pg. 63, my italics. 



 
 

signs) always indicates a further action or object. Yamaguchi continues on 

the cosmic vein: 

 

“Japanese myth contains several accounts of fake Gods 

encountering real gods. In general, it seems to have been 

believed that the pseudo-gods appeared in the world first, 

and then were followed by the real ones. Sometimes fake 

things are thought to appear to be more real than the real 

gods themselves.”
18

 

 

Ōtsuka Museum of Art, therefore, employs pseudo-objects which are 

in themselves empty, but as a collection signifies the Western heritage to 

which the Japanese are self-styled inheritors. The gallery is a mirror to the 

West, a charm intended to transplant its foreign culture directly into a 

Japanese context. The intention is to dispense with reality in favour of a 

simulation. Thus Yamaguchi makes clear the link between Japanese display 

and Baudrillard’s postmodern theory, stating “Mitate is something close to 

the idea of a simulacrum, a concept made popular by Jean Baudrillard. 

Mitate is always a pseudo-object… this sense of simulacrum is considered 

to be something like a rhetoric that turns the invisible into the visible.”19 

Japanese display would be a creation in its own right, designed to transmit 

a specific meaning, a citation20 of something else.  

 

 

 

 

                                                             
18 Ibid, pg. 64 
19 Ibid 
20 Yamaguchi calls Mitate the “art of citation.” Ibid, pg. 64 



 
 

Baudrillard’s own reactions to Japanese culture are few, but 

significant: 

 

"In the future, power will belong to those peoples with 

no origins and no authenticity who know how to exploit the 

situation to the full. Look at Japan, which [has managed] to 

transform that power of territoriality and feudalism into that 

of deterritoriality and weightlessness. Japan is already a 

satellite of the planet Earth.”
21

 

 

Though he acknowledges the uniqueness of Japan’s immaterial 

culture, his comments intend to mystify. For there is proof of Japan’s 

origins and authenticity, but less proof of any transformation of culture, 

which he claims to have taken place (the transformation of Western 

culture from modern to postmodern being a key aspect of Baudrillard’s 

theory.) Akin to how elements of Western modernity were present in 

Japan’s historic architecture, so too it seems that elements of postmodern 

theory, mitate in particular, had been present in Japan’s traditional visual 

culture. The Japanese seem to have not suffered the great upheavals that 

modernity had brought in the West, including highly prizing original goods, 

which was a product of the West’s industrial revolution. Masao Miyoshi, in 

Postmodern in Japan (1989) agrees, stating that “Japan seemed to offer 

the spectacle of a society that had for nearly three centuries experienced 

life at the ‘end of History.’”22 Japan’s progression from pre-modern to 

present day had left much of its traditional culture intact.  

                                                             
21

 Baudrillard, J.: America, 1988, pg. 76 
22 Masao Miyoshi, Postmodern in Japan (1989) pg xii, Miyoshi goes on to argue that 
“ Japan sought to envisage a realm that was neither modern (West) nor premodern 
(Orient), capable of simultaneously resisting being incorporated by the past and 
absorbed by the present in order to imagine a future free from the constraints of 
both.” pg. xvi 



 
 

 

Baudrillard commonly derides attempts by our culture to expose its 

past to scrutiny. In the same way that a simulation of history through the 

museum is desired to cement common values, so too must an 

approximation of “the future” be revealed. Baudrillard is guilty of hijacking 

Japan’s culture as a symbol of our own future, ignorant of its 

particularities. The global disparity of past and future shows us that history 

cannot always be understood as a simple straight line. In referencing 

Western heritage, Ōtsuka creates a simulation of history which goes 

beyond anything in existence. Not only copies of individual objects, but an 

assemblage which implies everything. In its definition, it is the very 

medium of the Western museum which presents this contradiction: the 

implication that history can, through the display of objects, be explained in 

its totality. Every museum suggests its own absoluteness, presenting 

history as a complete picture, in only higher or lower resolution. 

Specialisations (e.g. Natural History, Modern Art) only advance this 

proposal to encompass infinity.  

 

Ise Grand Shrine, the most holy site of the Shinto faith, aspires to 

infinity through its use of copying. The group of shrines have been ritually 

rebuilt to the same design every 20 years in a process lasting for more 

than 13 centuries since 692 AD. The copy, on an adjacent site which 

constantly alternates with the generations, assumes the status of the 

original. The group of shrines make evident the impermanence of 

Japanese architecture, or more precisely, the lack of emphasis placed on 

its material. While its material, through reproduction, is renewed, the 

shrine is kept in a constant state of formal newness, rather than a material 

state of decay. Ironically, the shrine has been declared an UNESCO world 

heritage site for this remarkable ritual which    cannot   be    contained   

within   bureaucratic   Western   models   of 

 

 



 
 

 

Above: Ise Grand Shrine (伊勢神宮 Ise Jingū) 

The copy and the original alternate sites every 20 
years since 692 AD. 



 
 

preservation. Monumentality and the notion of infinity is captured not 

through the object’s solidity and endurance, as in the Western tradition, 

but rather through a process of renewal without conceivable end. 

 

While the reproduction of Ise Grand Shrine is common knowledge, its 

contents are a national secret, which have not been shown in public since 

time immemorial. The shrine is thought to contain the most important 

object among the ‘three imperial regalia’ (sanshu no jingi)23. Concealed 

within multiple boxes at the shrine’s heart resides the most important 

object of the Shinto faith: the Yata no Kagami (八咫鏡), the sacred mirror. 

The mirror itself has no content. It reproduces endlessly; pure simulation. 

Mirrors were often used in the Shinto faith as go-shintai (containers) 

within which the kami (gods) reside,
24

 and they were seen to represent 

truth as they merely reflected a world, rather than creating one.  

 

The Western tradition through the solidity of forms which oil-painting 

captured, and the realism and perspective which were employed, sought 

to objectify its ideals, and display virtues (honesty, bravery) through the 

depiction of narrative. The material itself was the end aim. The sacred 

mirror at the heart of Ise, shows the use of the most immaterial of objects 

to express truth, through the metaphor of pure simulation. Barthes tells us 

that “in the Orient, the mirror is empty; it is the symbol of the very 

emptiness of symbols”25 Empty, perhaps, but symbolic of things other than 

emptiness. Far from being devoid of meaning, an empty symbol, or a 

copied one, can still act as the locus of transcendental value.  

 

 

                                                             
23 Swift, P.: Cosmetic Cosmologies in Japan 2010 pg. 14 
24 Ibid, pg. 14 
25 Barthes, R.: Empire of Signs, 1977, pg. 78 



 
 

 

 

Is the tourist’s experience of the copied Sistine Chapel in Ōtsuka any 

more superficial than that of the Western original? Or is it as Baudrillard 

said, that the construction of the simulacra renders both original and copy 

artificial?26 The copy is a clear fake, but the original now an object of 

spectacle, preserved in an artificial state, remarkable for no other reason 

than because it has been copied. Typing “Sistine Chapel” into google, 

images of the copy in Ōtsuka appear alongside those of the original. Is the 

image above in Italy, Japan, or is it a computer visualisation? Would it 

make any difference?27 Of course, there is a difference: besides the quality 

of the reproduction, it is the context of the chapel which becomes 

                                                             
26 Baudrillard was here discussing the copy of the Lascaux caves which was 
constructed 500 meters away from the original for the means of its preservation. 
Baudrillard, J.: Simulacra and Simulation 1994 pg. 9 
27 Ironically this should be Japan as photography is forbidden in the original, to 
prevent one copy too many. 



 
 

important (coincidently, the context of both is a generic museum; could 

one describe the Sistine chapel from its exterior?). The context of an 

object is unstable. It is not confined to the place which it is viewed in, but 

affected by its individual viewer. The tourist’s gaze carries with it its own 

context, which has an effect on its subject. The Japanese tourist in Italy, or 

the Roman Catholic pilgrim in Japan, can imbue these spaces with a new 

character. 

 

Ōtsuka Museum of Art renders both itself, and the Western heritage 

which it recreates, as myth; one preserved only in memory. In the same 

way that traces of “the future" are always a social construct, so too history 

(unlike memory) is artificial; in that it can only appear to us through man-

made means (education, media, the preservation of ruins).28 History has 

shown that its own representation is open to abuse. Truth and artificiality 

are not mutually exclusive. A real experience of history (memory) may be 

comparable to an artificial one (documentary) so long as the simulation 

reveals truth. Even if we accept its artificiality, Ōtsuka’s format and its 

(faithful) reproductions does put truth itself at risk. If the use of pseudo-

objects is abused, the typology of the museum could lose its validity, 

moving from fact to fiction unnoticed and a wholly false history 

constructed: a sophism. 

 

Nevertheless, Japan has distilled a peculiarity of the West, the 

museum typology (and the ownership of history which it implies) relevant 

to its own singularity. For a culture in which objects are temporal and 

short lived, signs are attributed cosmic value. The paint becomes 

secondary to the symbolic meaning of the images which can be wildly 

different depending on the viewer. Could it be that for Ōtsuka images have 

                                                             
28 MacCannell, D states in The Tourist, that “modernisation simultaneously 
separates these things [historic objects] from the peoples and places that made 
them… and brings people liberated from traditional attachments into the modern 
world, where, as tourists, they may attempt to discover or reconstruct a cultural 
heritage.” 1989, pg. 13 



 
 

been hijacked and given a new meaning, but a meaning which, given the 

difficulty gone to in creating it, is more relevant today than that of the 

originals, which simply prove the project of history, through preservation, 

triumphant.
29

 Benjamin’s polemic essay on reproduction has been 

commonly misunderstood as lamenting the removal of aura in a nostalgic 

sense, and associating modernity only with loss. Benjamin was in fact 

arguing a dialectic in which the transformation of the nature of art, which 

technology allowed, made possible new ways of engaging with images; a 

new visual language. Perhaps this new visual language, through the 

widespread use of copying, had existed all along in Japanese culture. It 

seems clear however, if the comments in Forbes magazine are anything to 

go by, that this new language has not yet fully been accepted as Benjamin 

had hoped. 

 

If we accept this new language, then for Ōtsuka, what does it tell us? 

The Western museum is a project of classification and authentication 

which, though subjective and open to misuse, becomes self-justifying 

under the guise of science. For Ōtsuka, the science of museology (analysis 

of real objects) is dislodged in the pursuit of a higher order. Though Japan 

has resisted being colonised by the West, it has none-the-less been 

infiltrated by Western technology, and the value system which 

industrialisation implies. As Japan had accepted Western modernisation, 

there was a need to separate, or at least understand, its technological and 

cultural implications. European culture is the original which Japan has 

sought to copy.30 Ōtsuka Museum of Art is a material construction of an 

immaterial desire: the desire to establish Japan as an inheritor of the 

West’s symbolic power; an end to which technology was only a means. 

                                                             
29

 Nick Perry, in Hyperreality and Global Culture, defines the argument I am trying 
to counter: “These Japanese signs are not anchored by any transcendental 
signified, but are in the end empty.” pg. 76 
30 Taussig states poetically: “ ‘They think we are gods.’ After all, who knows – in 
imaging us as gods, might they not take our power?” Taussig, M.: Mimesis and 
Alterity, pg. 240 
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In 1473 Baccio Pontelli was commissioned by Pope 

Sixtus IV to design a new chapel for the Pontificalis Aula 

in the grounds of the present day Vatican. Fast forward 

five centuries to 1994 and Tokyo-based Sakakura 

Associates would be commissioned to design an exact 

replica of this chapel; Michelangelo’s handiwork replaced 

with digital prints on a smooth ceramic surface. The 

copied chapel would be the centrepiece of the newly 

opened Ōtsuka Museum of Art in Naruto, to be 

appreciated alongside over 1,000 reproductions of 

masterpieces from the Western tradition. 

 

Much ink has been spilt on the discussion of the 

copy in the West, often unaware that our culture’s 

universal desire for the original may in fact be its own 

peculiarity. In Japanese culture, copying would be used 

to preserve, to appropriate, to fantasise, and to steal, in 

remarkably diverse fields. This paper shines a light on the 

significance given to copying in Japanese culture, and the 

alternative symbolic language which this quality 

proposes. Japanese scholars M. Yamaguchi and M. 

Miyoshi give a unique understanding of their country’s 

semiotics which is used to highlight failed attempts by 

Western critics including Baudrillard and Barthes to 

understand this mysterious culture. 
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